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Ave Atque Yale
By: Scott House
As the Romans put it so eloquently,
but in
my case it is not really "Hail and Farewell".
As
your outgoing
president,
I will hopefully
be
even more active in the CRF project world.
It
was a nice annual meeting at Cumberland
Gap
with excellent
preparations
by Mike Crockett
and good attendance
by our members and
friends.
One of the best things to come out of
the board meeting was the addition
of new directors
Kayla New (AR), Ben Miller (KY-MO),
and Derek Bristol (CO).
These three have done
a lot for CRF and we look forward to them leading the way and reshaping
the organization
as
time goes on. It is important,
in this age of
iPhones and Facebook
pages, to keep recruiting
younger
project cavers and scientists.
Too
many of the new generation
seem lost in digital
existence.
And yet, this is not always true.
The
interested
people are out there; we just have to
find them and encourage
their efforts.
Change
is always necessary,
and those that resist change
are going to become irrelevant
and left behind.
During the post-meeting
expedition
at Mammoth, there was a large contingent
of university
students
visiting
on a field trip.
They contrasted with our own expedition
participants,
most of us being of the gray generation.
lobserved that after one evening meal, one contingent played card games, talked, and read books
- even aloud to each other.
The other contingent dug into the web on their laptops,
checked
emails, and generally
fell silent.
The surprise
was that it was the young people who were doing things together
and the CRF group who went
digital.
So our frequent
observation
that the
younger
generation
is failing at sociality
is not
correct.
These people were into field work,
worked and played together
as a group, and generally impressed
us to no end.
The future of CRF depends on our ability to
find and stimulate
such people. The backbone
of
our organization
is strong.
When 1 look at the
list of the officers,
directorate,
and operations
managers
I see something
akin to a lineup at an
all-star
game.
Vour new president,
Charles
Fox,
and vice-president,
Ed Klausner,
will continue
our recent efforts at growing the organization.
Please give them your support
as you have supported me. Thanks!

Cover Photo
Group photo of the Donkey Cave connection:
Front (left to right): Bob Lodge and Lynn
Brucker.
Back (left to right): Norman Warnell,
Joyce Hoffmaster,
Roger Brucker.
Photo by
Norman Warnell.
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From the President:
By: Charles Fox
As project
cavers, we're used to setting out
on trips without
knowing
where we'll end up.
Our leads often fizzle out and go nowhere.
Sometimes
we end up neck deep in mud (or
worse).
Once in a while, we crawl into someplace unexpectedly
wonderful.
We just never
know ahead of time where we'll end up.
I now find myself in a similar
place in my
journey
with CRF.
When I walked into my first
expedition
a bit over eleven years ago, the last
thing I ever expected
was to end up the president of CRF.
Whether
I'm now neck deep in
mud or in a wonderful
place remains to be seen!
Looking back, I would like to thank Scott
House for his leadership
over the last five
years.
When he became president,
CRF was facing a number of difficult
issues that needed to
be resolved.
On top of that, he had to deal with
the new and difficult
issues that WNS presented.
Through
it all, he did a fine job and has
left CRF in better shape than he found it.
Looking
forward,
WNS is going to be an issue for the foreseeable
future.
CRF will continue working
with our agencies
to deal with the

situation,
and we will give them our full cooperation and support.
The financial
crisis and the drive to cut government
spending
is certain to impact the budgets of the parks and agencies
CRF works with.
That presents
both a challenge
and an opportunity for us - A challenge
in that reduced
park
resources
will impact our work. but an opportunity in that we help our parks get through
a difficult time by finding new ways we can support
and assist them.
My vision for CRF is that we build upon
what we do well: Enable cave and karst research.
There are opportunities
out there for us
to partner with researchers
and universities
in
new ways as well as for us to add new projects
and operations
areas to those we have now.
We're going to be open to the possibilities
and
avoid the trap of "we've
never done it that way
before."
Like a cave exploration
trip, I can't know
ahead of time where this will lead, but I'm excited about the journey.
I look forward to
working
with you all! Good caving!

Changes to the CRF Web Site
The CRF web site (wW\\'.c<1\'c-rcsc<1rch.org)
has had a recent change made to it. The mem.
bers' area has been converted
into a discussion
forum.
While we are not currently
using most
of that capability,
it's available
for future expansion.
The pages for expedition
schedules
and
downloading
back issues of the newsletter
are
still there, but the site works a bit differently.
When you click on the "Members
Page" tab
on the main web site, you will get a login page
that looks quite different
from our old login
page:

The username
and password
are still the
same as for our old members'
area.
These can
be obtained
from your operations
area manager
(or email us at crfweb@cave-research.org
to
request
it). This is a read only login and will
let you see the expedition
schedules
and the list
of newsletters.
You DO NOT need to register
for a personal
login since we arc not granting
or
using those at this time.
The login will take you to this screen,
from
which you can click the links to get to expedition schedules
and newsletters:
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Donkey Cave Connected to Mammoth Cave
Eleventh Cave Joins the Longest Cave, May 28, 2011
By: Roger W. Brucker
Donkey Cave was discovered
by Floyd
Collins
in 1910 when he bought 60 acres of land
in Three Sisters Valley near his homestead
on
Flint Ridge.
According
to one account he found
the cave when a donkey or mule pulling a garden plow fell into a sinkhole
entrance.
Later he

built a cabin over the entrance.

In one oral his-

tory tape recorded
by Micky Storts in 19S8,
Lyman Cutliff described
spending
the night in
this cabin and how the following
morning
Floyd
opened a trapdoor
in the floor and they climbed
a ladder into the cave.
101 years later Joyce Hoffmaster
became the
first to crawl through the connection
and set up
the CRF survey that took place later. This is the
story of that connection:
In 2009 Stan S ides renewed
an interest
in
Donkey Cave.
Katie Algeo, a professor at
Western
Kentucky
University,
was examining
the economic
value of cave formation selling
during the "cave wars" era, so the question
was
did Floyd mine Donkey Cave for its speleothems?
Sides recruited
CRF cavers to map the
cave after clearing
away sticks,
leaves,
and
muck to make a safe entrance.
The cave consisted of a trunk passage about 20 feet wide by
7 feet high heading
due west.
Near the end was
a canyon opening
to several
vertical
shafts and
crawlways
that were systematically
pushed to
about 1,900 feet.
A map plotted
by Charles
Fox showed a new
-found Donkey Kong Pit within a few feet of
Pohl Avenue
with 80 feet of vertical
separation.
Cavers found no evidence
of wholesale
formation harvesting.
A series of sounding
trips with
cavers in nearby Pohl A venue and in Donkey
Kong yielded detection
of pounding
and eventually voice contact.
On May 27 Joyce Hoffmaster,
Dan Greger,
Elizabeth
Winkler,
Rick Toomey,
and Rick Olson cleared some overhanging
rocks and rigged
Donkey Kong pit again. Part of the team descended to the bottom. There they found the
master drain, now carrying
a significant
amount
of water.
They decided that some of them
would return the next day to survey the drain.
Two parties were dispatched
on Saturday,
May 28. Roger Brucker led a party into the
Austin Entrance,
to Pohl Avenue.
The party included Roger, Lynn Brucker,
Norman Warnell,
and Bob Lodge. They were tasked with examining a wet route from Cow Falls to P-52 Union
Shafts and seeing if they could assist the party
in distant
Donkey Cave.
The Donkey Cave

party consisted
of Joyce Hoffmaster,
Dan Greger, Rick Olson, and John Feil. Their goal was
to examine the Donkey Kong drain and if possi.
ble crawl through
it to Pohl Avenue.
Rick Olson established
first voice contact
with Lynn Brucker who had crawled
up into a
waterfall
drain above a 15-foot pit at P-SO.
They could shout and Rick could see a faint reflection
of Lynn's
light in the water.
Olson put
his shoulder
in the water draining
through the
canyon and advanced
to where he could not
move farther.
He retreated
and Joyce rappelled
into the pit. Communication
was difficult
between the Donkey Kong party members
because
of the loudness
of the falling water.
The story of the actual connection
is now
told in first-person
accounts
of the main participants:
Joyce Hoffmaster:
'''I'm
going to try the
crawl,'
I told Rick and he suggested
I go in on
my left side. I could hear the Pohl Avenue party
clearly,
they were so close.
I stood and looked
at the crawl for maybe five seconds,
then I knew
I wasn't going to try it. I was going to do il.'
Now.
"The water was not as cold as I expected.
I
proceeded
quickly to Rick's bulge and slid over
it easily,
but the passage
was tighter now.
About four feet farther in 1 was stopped by a tug
on my left sleeve.
I backed up to get a look at
the problem.
It was a 2.S.inch-tall
war clubshaped bit of limestone
in the middle of the wa-

.

';~

,

Norman
Warnell and Joyce Hoffmaster
climbing
down from canyon where connection
passage
is.
Photo by Roger Brucker, taken with Norman's
camera.
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ter channel.
The tiny spikes on the head of this
miniature
mace had grabbed
my coveralls.
I
shifted my position
and tried again.
It snagged
me so I pulled harder,
hoping to tear the fabric,
but the club snapped
and I proceeded.
Sometimes the water was two inches deep, other
times a foot. Now I could see the reflection
of
Norman's
lamp in Pohl Avenue ahead of me.
"] looked ahead, periodically
backing
up to
shift my position
or move an arm from under me
to overhead
or back.
Then I heard Lynn say she
didn't think I could get by this thing sticking
out, but there was a ho Ie in the floor ncar it that
maybe]
could use. By now I knew I could not
back up. I had made too many minute adjustments.
I rounded
a gentle bend and could see
the obstacle
Lynn had mentioned.
It was a large
horn-shaped
part of the bedrock that extended
nearly a foot into the absolute
middle of the
passage.
Just below and to the right of it was a
hole, about two feet in diameter,
almost perfectly round, and a pool at least two feet deep.
It took the stream]
had been lying in since I
left Rick.
Best of all, I could see Norman.
I
inched up to the horn, we shook hands, and I
unfastened
my helmet and he took it.
"I could proceed
by his light now, and felt
relief because
my helmet had been sliding down
in my eyes and hampering
my movements.
I
dropped
my right shoulder
into the hole, and .
started to spiral around the horn, coming up the
other side on my back.
I asked Norman to pull
on my right arm and we made a bit of progress,
but my shoulder
started to cramp so ] put my
arm back at my side.
I wasn't
exactly stuck, but
if I flexed my right leg to push, my thigh
pressed against the bedrock
and blocked
my
movement.
Then I remembered
my coveralls.
asked Norman if he could reach the middle of
my back, between
my shoulder
blades and he
responded
by patting
me there.
] told him,
'There's
a Velcro flap there.
Pull it open, reach
in and you'll find a piece of light webbing.
Loop another
piece of webbing
through
it and
pull. '
"I was wearing army surplus tanker's
coveralls and they have a haul harness
built into the
shoulders,
presumably
to pull wounded
soldiers
through
a tank hatch.
Elizabeth
Miller also has
some of these coveralls,
and we were both wearing ours the previous
day when the topic of the
harness came up. She said she got tangled
up in
it and cut it out. I said I left mine in just in
case I ever needed it. Now, a scant 24 hours
later, my words were prophetic.
"Lynn handed Norman a pack strap and he
hooked in and pulled.
It was a perfect pull,
right in the middle of my back and slightly
up.
I could relax, let Norman provide
the traction

power, and just wiggle.
Progress
was so slow
that Norman couldn't
feel it. He was pulling
hard and concerned
that he was hurting me, but
the harness was working
perfectly.
Then came
the only time in the whole ordeal that I thought
I might be in trouble.
I could feel pressure
on
all four "corners"
of my pelvis.
"My shoulders
are wider than my hips, and
my chest is thicker.
If I can get my upper body
through
a constriction,
my hips almost always
slide through
easily.
This was beginning
to feel
Iike one of those very rare instances
when my
hips won't maneuver
through
an opening
like
the rest of me did. Norman braced himself and
pulled again, and my left shoulder
dropped
a
couple of inches, twisting
my body, and relieving the pressure
on my pelvis.
Another
pull and
my right arm was out so I could help move myself.
Norman repositioned
himself
so we both
didn't tumble backwards
into the pit, and pulled
again.
The top half of my body slid out into his
lap. I looked up at him and said,
"Congratulations,
you just delivered
a 53-year
old."
I pulled my legs out, turned around,
and
Roger took a couple of photos of Norman and
me shaking
hands.
Then I crept around the pit
on the ledges, and stood up in a 20-foot
wide
dry walking
passage.
"Where am I?" I asked.
"Pohl Avenue,"
Was the answer.
Norman
Warnell
in Pohl Avenue,
tells what
it was like:
"We arrived at Union Shafts around
I 1:30
am. At 2 pm we heard a crash, as if a rock had
fallen in the distance
behind the walls of the
shafts.
My patience
wore thin and I started toward the entrance.
I heard yelling
behind me at
3:30 pm. I rushed back to Union shafts where
all the team members
were yelling
- something
was afoot. I could distinctly
hear the Donkey
team members'
voices.
Rick and Dan were
shouting
from the other side of the wall.
"I crawled
around the rim of the pit and
joined
Lynn up in the keyhole.
It was 4:15
when I first saw Joyce. J used my digital
camera
and shoved it at arm's length through
an opening too small to fit my helmet and head.
I
snapped
pictures
in the direction
of her voice.
Then I saw her helmet inching toward my station.
We could not touch.
We kept up a dialog
and eventually
I could reach around a corner
and shake her hand.
'Congratulations
on your
accomp 1ishment!'
"Joyce was a master of the squeezebox,
and
possessed
the necessary
confidence
and daring
to attempt this kind of obstacle.
] feared she
might get stuck and die. Of course,
she had not
seen what I was looking
at - a small fissure
not
big enough to squeeze
into.
She had to come
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"I reached through the opening and removed
her helmet which enabled
her to shove forward a
few inches.
Both of her arms were pinned to
the walls of the passage down her sides, and her
left shoulder
was hidden from my view.
The
ceiling was so low that her face was turned to
one side. Neither
could she push with her feet.
"She asked me to reach down her back and
undo a Velcro panel. I pulled out a strap, a kind
of torso harness.
Lynn, observing
nearby, told
me to go back and get a pack strap.
I did so and
returned,
putting that strap through the harness.
I began pulling.
My hopes for an easy pull were
dashed when I couldn't
feel anything
move.
I
planted both feet on the rim of the pit and
pulled until the sweat ran down my face and
stung my eyes.
Still no movement.
Frantic to

through
that.
I couldn't
get my head into it
with my helmet on. With no other cracks in
view I knew this was the only way she could
corne.

"Moments
later, Joyce came into view -- a
most desperate
view.
She was trying to work
her way around a rock projection
that jutted into
the passage,
making the small water tube even
smaller.
After several
short twisting
attempts,
she found just the right angle.
She was now on
her back.
Water was rushing down the floor of
the passage behind Joyce, and through
her coverall legs and out her sleeves.
This was the bitter end. She had come as far as she could go.
However,
the problem
now was that she couldn't
go back either!
She struggled
and pushed but
made

no progress.

Left: Joyce Hoffmaster
filling
the passage
she crawled through.
The tight part is about
behind her.
Under her feet is the climb down into a small dome/pit
off Pohl Avenue just
Photo by Lynn Brucker.
Upper

right:

Lynn Brucker

they could hear the other
pointing
the light. Photo

inspects

the crevice

team the best.
Lynn
by Norman
Warnell.

through
could

which Joyce

specifically

hear

came
Rick

through.
Olson.

4 to 6 feet
beyond P50.

This was where
Bob Lodge

is

Lower right:
Joyce Hoffmaster's
helmet filling
the connection
passage.
This was just before she
handed her helmet to Norman, turned over on her back in the pool of water, and began advancing
again.
Photo by Norman Warnell.

;
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make anything
work, I pulled with all my might,
leaning out over the pit so gravity could help
with the effort.
"My fear was replaced
by optimism.
Being
a cattle farmer, I've pulled a lot of calves at
birth.
It sticks in my mind how composed
Joyce
was.
I never detected
fear or excitement
in her.
It was otherwise
with me.
I have a fear of being
trapped
in a chest compressor
as she was now

in. I think
caver's

this

fear

lurks

in the back

"I renewed

my pulling

I saw movement.

efforts,

It excited

]

I••,
'I

into

view.

I rested

and this time

me to see

in millimeters,
I pulled with
Then I heard it - a rip! Was
pulling,
more cloth tearing.
ho Id on the strap and wound
collar.
Pulling hard, Joyce's
oozed

of every

mind.
progress

everything
I had.
it the strap?
More
I abandoned
my
my fingers into her
right shoulder

and moved

her right

arm and worked it along the wall past her face.
I placed her fingers
in a rock crevice and asked
her to pull when I resumed
pulling.
We both
pulled and this time her left shoulder
came into
view. 'You're
going to make it!' I said.
'The
most difficult
part is behind you.'
"The position she was now in was with her
head and torso pointing
downward
at a 45degree angle above the shaft. Any sudden move
and she might fall into the pit. Inch by inch she
emerged - shoulders,
waist;hips,
arms, legs .•.
Suddenly
all of her! Lynn and I helped her stand

I REGIONAL
Photo-Monitoring

on the ledge around the rim of the pit. It was
4:52 pm. Connection'"
Thus ends the firstperson

narratives

of Joyce

and Norman.

Joyce

exited the cave with Roger Brucker's
party,
leaving Dan, John, and Rick to carry out Joyce's
pack from Donkey Cave's
entrance.
At the Austin Entrance
Roger's
party left a note for an.
other party deeper in Mammoth
Cave: "4 ENTERED, 5 LEFT."
A few months later teams
entered both caves to survey the tight connection, which they were able to do in a couple of
Disto-X
shots. This was the eleventh
cave conneetion
to Mammoth
Cave and brought
its entrance
inventory
to 26.
After
what

thoughts:

brought

and one years
the

one

have

found

connected.

hundreds

sands of hours
studying
those
ships of those

wrote,

the

One

of people

of

hundred

Donkey

Since

Cave,

then

there

working

for thou-

exploring,
surveying,
mapping,
maps, discussing
the relationpassages
and where
the water

goes. I feel very privileged,
all whose efforts
had made
very humbled."
Norman Warnell wrote,
cause

"I thought

moment.

ago Floyd

we just

been

Joyce

us to this

entire

affair

very connected
to
this possible.
I felt
"Thanks

could

have

to God,
turned

be-

out

a

lot different
than it did." ... "1 am not sure uf
Joyce's
weight, but she may be the biggest
"calf'

I ever

delivered."
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EXPEDITION REPORTS

in Lava Beds National Monument

[permit LABE-2009-SCI-0006]
By: Peri and Bill Frantz
In the early
photo-monitoring
Monument

1990s, Bill Frantz initiated
a
project
in Lava Beds National

by establishing

monitoring

sites

in

16 caves, and establishing
protocols
for taking
reproducible
photographs,
with the intent that
Monument
staff would periodically
re-shoot
the
photos and evaluate
the results.
In 2009, Bill
and

his wife,

Peri,

obtained

a new

research

mit to bring the project
into the digital age,
also to assume responsibility
for conducting
riodic
monitoring,
which
been unable
to sustain.

per-

and
pe-

the Monument
had
After two productive

trips in 2009, CRF activities
were placed temporarily on hold, pending writing
and signing of a
new MOU with the Monument.
The MOU was
signed in May 201 I, and work on this photomonitoring
project
has resumed.
Two photomonitoring

expeditions

the late summer

were

and autumn

conducted

of 20 II.

during

September
6-9, 2011:
Bill. and Peri Frantz,
assisted
by Jim and Liz
Wolff, visited the monument
during the week
following
Labor Day weekend.
They met with
Monument
personnel
and conducted
fieldwork
and_data
management
activities,
thereby
reestablishing
the photo-monitoring
project.
Prin-

cipal field activities
included
relocating
and reshooting
established
stations
in Arch, Catacombs, Hopkins Chocolate,
Merrill Caves, and
Valentine

Caves.

Two

new

lished in Shark's
Mouth
this cave to the project's
monitoring

quite

log

form

was

stations

were

estab-

Cave, thereby
adding
roster.
A new phototested

and

found

to be

workable.
A major

zation

focus

of this

of the photo-archive

trip

was

the

reorgani-

file structure

modification
of file naming
conventions
der to increase
clarity
and ease of use.

and
in orDefec-
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tive images from the earlier project were rescanned
from the originals
using a higherquality scanner than was previously
available.
We have also begun rescanning
images that
were initially
done at a relatively
low resolution.
All new field notes, logs, maps, and site
sketches
generated
on this trip were scanned
and all newly obtained
photographic
images
were uploaded
to NPS archive files. Finally,
all
NPS-related
project data was synchronized
with
personal
versions.
We met with LAI3E Physical
Scientist
Shane
Fryer at the start of the trip to discuss the relationship
between
CRF and the Monument,
to
review the status of the photo-monitoring
project, and to identify
a suite of current objectives
and priorities.
A final meeting with Mr. Fryer
was held to review the progress
made on this
trip.
November
25-28, 2011:
On Thanksgiving
weekend,
Bill and Peri
Frantz, assisted
by John Tinsley,
conducted
the
second photo-monitoring
trip to LASE following the signing of the new CRF MOU last May.
A suite of field activities,
data management
activities,
and administrative
meetings
rounded
out the weekend.
Field activities
included
re-shooting
established stations
in Golden Dome, Lost Pinnacle,
and Juniper Caves. Only site #1 and site #2 in
Lost Pinnacle
Cave were reshot because site #3
is located
in the crawlway
that connects
to the
bat hibernaculum
in Angleworm
Cave. Given
the low levels of visitation
to this cave (we
were the first and only party to sign the register
since it was last maintained
in August,
2010)

Thanksgiving

and the proximity
to the bats, we recommend
that this station be dropped
from the photomonitoring
protocol.
Additionally,
site #2 was
extremely
difficult
to reframe,
and does not
adequately
show the corallo ids it is intended
to
monitor.
This site should be reevaluated,
and
possibly
reframed.
No issues were noted at the
other photo-monitoring
locations.
Data management
activities
included
becoming familiar
with the new laptop provided
by
Lava Beds Resources
Management
to be used to
maintain
synchronization
between
the CRF and
LABE computer
systems.
We uploaded
new photographs
to the laptop, but did not have time to
update logs, maps, etc. We also discovered
inconsistencies
between
the LABE file system and
our file system. Peri now has a copy of the
LAI3E file system, and will work at home to create a new, consistent
image for transfer
to
LABE.
Administrative
activities
were again an important portion of the weekend.
We met with
Shane Fryer to discuss the status of project,
define objectives
for this expedition,
and review
all progress
to date. We were privileged
to meet
with Superintendent
David F. Kruse, Shane
Fryer, and others to discuss CRF Operations
and
project status and the likely scope of future activities.
We also met informally
with Chief Interpreter
Terry Harris and discussed
providing
inputs to LABE-planned
upgrades
to the interpretive materials
in Mushpot
Cave and the potential re-deployment
of the Virtual Valentine
project at the Visitor
Center.
We had a great time, and expect to be back
in the Lava Beds sometime
next spring.

2011 Lava Beds Expedition: Cartographic

Summary

By: Liz Wolff
Friday evening
the crews gathered
for the
Thanksgiving
expedition
at Lava Beds National
Monument
and settled who would go where and
do what. Present were Ed Bobrow,
Bill Devereaux, Bill & Peri Frantz,
Matt Leissring
and
Heather McDonald,
John Tinsley,
and Jim and
Liz Wolff.
Bill and Peri Frantz occupied
themselves with their photo-monitoring
project,
assisted by John Tinsley.
The report by Peri
Frantz is a separate
entity.
Liz Wolff led Bill Devereaux
and Ed Bobrow to the Hardin Butte area to survey two
caves that Scott House had noted while surveying several adjacent
caves.
He had asked us to
do a surface traverse
to locate the caves with a
township
corner as a reference,
tie a quarter
corner in and traverse
between
the cave entrances.
The caves to be surveyed
were Collapse Dome and Leap of Faith.

Collapse
Dome (CD) had 58.9 feet of surveyed passage.
CD is a large surface tube with
a sandy floor.
Two sand-floored
crawls exited
the west side of the cave. One crawl trended
nearly due south and the other trended
northwest. A Disto shot showed one passage going
37.6 feet to a possible
corner.
The other shot
went 13 feet before turning a corner.
While
surveying,
we came across rock walls spanning
the passage and blocking
one side passage that
had been stuffed
full of tumble mustard.
Since
this cave is an archaeological
site we did not
crawl into, or otherwise
disturb,
the low side
passages.
Leap of Faith Cave is aptly named.
A 5.5foot drop under a skylight
leads one to believe
that an exit will be possible
without
aid; this
may be possible
for someone quite a bit taller
than me. For the survey we set our first station
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nearly under the skylight
and ran the tape out
across the roomy but short, sand-filled
northern
arm.
Returning
to the entrance
area, which is covered with moss and some ferns, we shot down
the sand-floored
crawl that leads northwest.
The original
assessment
had shown this
passage ending after about 50 feet.
We crawled
down it, the floor dropped
away, and the passage opened up into a room floored with cauliflower a'a lava, with an upper alcove, a lower
lava sump. and a crawl heading
off around a
corner.
This final crawl ended in an a' a-floored
room with a lava seal.
Bones were found in the
alcove room and at the end of the cave.
The
bones at the end included
a partial skull with
large incisor teeth attached,
definitely
a member
of the order Rodentia,
and quite possibly
a marmot. The precise
identification
awaits the 00-

site attention
of a vertebrate
paleontologist.
The reconnaissance
photographs
obtained
by the
survey party did not capture the details required
for a positive
identification
beyond the taxonomic rank of Order. Leap of Faith mapped out
to 144.8 feet in length.
The surface
surveys tying the new and prior
Hardin Butte area cave surveys
to the nearest
township
corner and quarter-corner
markers
totaled 1649 feet.
One other survey crew (Matt Leissring,
Heather
McDonald,
and Jim Wolff) worked
around the Wabbit entrance
to Sentinel
Cave,
mopping
up small leads and completing
the entrance area survey.
While out plotting
the sinks
and smaller
surface tubes, they found a small
cave with a 10-foot drop inside. This small, and
still un-named
cave, mapped out to 129.1 feet in
length.

Modoc National Forest CRF Project (California)
By: Bill Broeckel
Date: November
1,2011
Participants:
Bill Broeckel,
Judy
Task: Survey Dusty Hole Cave

Broeckel

Though our current
instructions
from the
Forest Service are to lay low until decisions
are
made for how to handle activities
amidst the
WNS epidemic,
my contact
within the Service
requested
we finish a cave cluster
in a remote
spot because there are some pending
plans for
the area.
Per her call to action,
I recruited
Judy
and Liz Wolff to say, "It's on"! There are four
caves out there, with three already delineated.
If we could complete
the last one before the
snows come, then a report could be done this
winter.
Liz was especially
interested
in this
last cave, but was unable to break free to join
us. So, it was up to the Broeckels.

The lone cave awaltmg
us had a dusty entrance crawl, but once past that into the lava
tube proper it was easy enough to survey.
The
total length came to 309 feet. All the data is in,
so the next report should be ready as soon as
those lazy maps get themselves
drawn up. Perhaps more can be said about Dusty Hole Cave in
the future.
Meanwhile,
out on the Modoc Ponderosa,
my
Forest Service contact
has been eased into an
early retirement.
She plans to still be involved
with some things,
but hasn't
said yet if that includes caves.
As the last 20 years or so have
proven,
it would seem the people J work with
often either move away or retire,
Thus, stay
turned to see what happens
next for us in the
Modoc National
Forest!

CRF Expedition to Lilburn Cave, September 9-11,2011
By: Mark Cichanski and John Tinsley
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A CRF expedition
to Lilburn Cave was conducted during the weekend
of September
10-11,
2011. Eight participants
hiked into Redwood
Canyon on Friday, September
9, and were fortunate to encounter
very little smoke from the
clearing
stages of a prescribed
burn that was
conducted
earlier
in the summer.
Late-summer
temperatures
day and night were pleasant
at
5200-foot
elevation,
and a few bands of moderate thundershowers
dampened
the proceedings,
providing
a change from the usual 'severe
clear'
Sierran summer weather.

Cartography:
Four CRF joint venturers
(JVs) entered the
cave to check a quadrangle
from the Lilburn
Cave Atlas, which was first published
by Peter
Bosted in 2003, and which continues
to be
maintained
and updated
by the current
Principal
Investigator
(PI) for the Cartography
project,
Jed Mosenfelder.
After entering
Lilburn
Cave
via the Meyer entrance,
traveling
to the Hex
Room area, and confirming
that quad D2M is
accurate
and contains
no overlooked
leads, they
exited the cave via the Lilburn (a.k.a.
Historic)
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entrance.
The in-cave party consisted
of Rodol1'0 (Fofo) Gonzalez,
Jen Hopper,
Elaine Garvey,
and Mark Scott.
Structural
Geology:
Two CRF JVs, Principal
Investigator
Marek
Cichanski
and Sarah Jones, worked on the Struc
-tural Geology
project.
They made a geologic
traverse
on the surface,
near the Big Spring resurgence
of Lilburn Cave, in order to locate outcrops and the contact
between
metamorphic
rocks (e.g. schist and marble) and the plutonic
rocks that comprise
most of the Sierra Nevada
Mountains'
underpinning.
An afternoon of thundershowers
made bushwhacking
up and down
the steep slopes of the old-growth
montaneforest somewhat
more entertaining
than usual.
Wilderness
Compliance:
John Tinsley (CRF-SEKI
Operations
Manager) and Howard Hurtt hiked to Big Spring, the
resurgence
of Redwood
Creek after it traverses
the Redwood
Canyon karst and Lilburn Cave,
and completed
the abatement
of a stilling
tower
(a major eyesore)
originally
constructed
of 18inch-diameter
galvanized
steel corrugated
conduit ca. 1970 by pre-CRF
karst researchers
under the auspices
of the Institute
for Special
Ecological Studies (then headed by Stanley
R. UIfeldt). That installation
had employed
a Leupold
and Stevens
AW35 strip-chart
recorder
in order
to log stage or height of water discharging
from
Big Spring and flowing over a broad-crested
weir to rejoin Redwood
Creek and thence flow
south to the Kaweah River. The A W35 was entirely analog,
and required
winding
a weight
every 3.5 weeks year-round
so that a clockdriven strip-chart
recorder then would log the
rise and fall of a float housed inside the galvanized conduit,
thus tracking
the stage or water
level at Big Spring. This equipment
provided
the first hard data demonstrating
that Big Spring
is a relatively
rare ebb-and-f1ow
spring. Time
marches
on, and the development
of digital logging equipment
for hydrologic
applications
has
eliminated
any need for a stilling
tower.

To recap some history,
digital logging
equipment
was first installed
at Big Spring during the middle and late 1980s to track stage and
several other chemical
parameters
of interest to
CRF hydrologists
under the direction
of thenP.I. Jack Hess. The AW35 recorder
was removed
and packed out of Redwood
Canyon; through
US
Geological
Survey channels,
the AW35 gear was
disposed
of as surplus Federal property.
The
corrugated
conduit remained
in place and
housed the first-generation
digital data-logger
that was powered
at 12 VDC by 8 alkaline
Dsize primary
battery cells. With the further
miniaturization
of digital data loggers
in recent
years, under the stewardship
of Benjamin
Tobin,
Big Spring monitoring
is now conducted
using a
cigar-sized
apparatus
that contains
a piezometer
suspended
at a measured
height relative
to the
datum represented
by the broad-crested
weir;
this equipment
also monitors
multiple
parameters. Two years of overlap of records were obtained by operating
both digital systems
simultaneously.
NPS management
had requested
that
all the obsolete
equipment
be dismantled
pursuant to requirements
of wilderness
compliance,
and CRF is pleased to have been able to provide
that labor. The basal excavation
that housed the
stilling
tower was filled with sand and native
rock and a natural appearance
was restored
to
the former stilling
tower site. The conduit
awaits a pack string to be arranged
for at the
convenience
of the NPS.
The corps of CRF JVs continued
to pack out
supplies
and clutter that had accumulated
at the
Redwood
Canyon cabin site during more than 40
years of activity
there, chiefly by karst and
other researchers.
Rain cleared by late morning on Sunday the
I I th, providing
pleasant
weather
for the hike
out of Redwood
Canyon, after which the expedition members
enjoyed
post-caving
conviviality
chez Howard Hurtt and Janet Hubner in Fresno.
All personnel
returned
home safely.

Lilburn Cave, October 8-9,2011

Expedition

By: Lynne Jesaitis
The October
Expedition
to Lilburn
almost a no-go due to heavy rains and
the Sierra Nevada
Mountains
down to
feet.
Five intrepid
explorers
persevered
the nasty weather
and were pleasantly
by an absence
of snow and ice on the
graded road to the trailhead
with only
sional patches of snow along the trail.
all five cavers including
Charlie Hotz,

Cave was
snow in
6,000
despite
surprised
unpaved,
occaSaturday,
Cody

Baker, Tony Williams,
newbie Peter AndersonSprecher,
and Lynne Jesaitis
entered
Lilburn by
the Historic
Entrance
with the primary goals of
lead-checking
in and around the Mushroom
Passage and route familiarization
for all. We traveled in through
the L Survey and stopped
for
photos of phone components
at the South Seas
Junction
for Howard Hurtt.
It appeared
to us
that desiccant
in the phone boxes needed chang-
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ing. The cave was very drippy after the recent
rains and the puddles
were a little larger than

lenging among all the breakdown
and passage
mazes.
At least we became
aware of the many
ways one could get lost at the Exit. In addition,
one historical
olive.green
wool sock was extracted
from the rocks and packed out. After

usual.

When we reached
the area of the Mushroom
Passage,
Tony was quick to find station "RCE9"
to get us oriented
toward the right passage.
Charlie
and Peter ventured
across a rather wide
canyon

glorious

it

and decided

ahead than retrace
direction.
Charlie
mud

was

better

eight

to continue

their steps in the unfavorable
and Peter traveled
through

to meet

us at breakdown

where

we

climbed
up to share the fun of knee deep glop.
We were excited about a climbing
lead indicated
along one wall of the passage,
but after making
his way halfway
up, Peter found survey tape
without

ready

a number

traveled

and the

climb

appearance

of an al.

above.

appear to go anywhere
been surveyed
already.

The lead did not
and we assumed
it had
Several

small

leads

On our

way

out

the Davis Exit with
find leads indicated

of the

cave.

we stopped

fungus

were

identified
and declared
too tight for even our
"small passage
specialist"
(Charlie).
We noted
possible
lead for a future trip that went up a
featureless
canyon wall across from station
HN7. It was hard to see the ceiling and what
might be lurking up there.
at

maps in hand and tried to
in the area - pretty chal-

hours

residence

time,

we

left

the

cave

via

Crevice
Way. On the metal ladder above the Ice
Cream Cone, Cody noticed two bats flying
around her head; the bats then appeared
to depart out the entrance.
At the entrance
ladder,
Cody and Tony noticed a third (?) bat flying
around the ladder, which then left the cave.
It
was a big bat day, as Peter had also photographed a dead little bat in the Mushroom
Passage that was still clinging
to the wall by its
feet. That bat displayed
no obvious
signs of
White Nose, but there was some furry white

a

growing

on its back.

Sunday,
before hiking out of the canyon,
Charlie,
Cody, Tony, and Peter hiked down to
Big Spring to see if they could detect flush and
gush activity.
It was a first trip for all of them.
They managed
to find the spring (no obvious
flush and gush) and lots of ladybugs
were in
residence
and seemed to be gearing up for wintering
over. All returned
safely
and the drives
home

were

uneventful.

Sequoia and Kings Canyon: Ridgewalking in Paradise Ridge Karst Area
December 3-4,2011
By: Joel Despain
With a dwindling
team and cold temperatures, the crew assembled
at Joel Despain
and
Heather
Veerkamps'
house on Friday. Jen Hopper,
that

Fofo Gonzales,
and Ron Bourret
arrived
evening
and the next morning
Kat Biacindo

joined us. Unfortunately,
Joel was feeling
sick
and Fofo had to leave. So Jen, Kat, and Ron
headed for the Parad ise karst. The team fo 1lowed a route that Kat had found which gave
easy access to the lowest areas of marble and
from there the rest of the
above.
The team searched

mountain
several

of carbonate
areas and

found one tiny cave that appears to be a promising dig. It contains
(right at the entrance)
some
very long and impressive
calcite
spar. The next
day (Sunday)
Joel and Heather joined in and the
group began a systematic
sweep of the middle
section of the marble looking for another tiny
cave that Kat had seen. Sure enough on about
the fifth pass the entrance
was found. This

may be a good dig site and it has lots of
big, eroded formations.
It was at this point that we ran into Daniel
and Jeff Coach and friend who had been up visiting Paradise
Cave. Daniel
is a local caver and
grad student
doing a project
in the park. He had
more information
on some other caves Kat had
seen and that the team had looked for on Saturday. So we headed up that way to again check
on other tiny cave reports.
The group ended up
in a wooded area that was largely schist (but
still with marble all around)
and decided
to call
it a day. But as Joel headed down he found two
small cave entrances
immediately
adjacent
to
each other and then heard Kat's voice. With
Kat's GPS the location
was noted. One of the
tiny caves is a narrow slot and the other is a
shallow
pit about 15 feet deep that may continue
in one direction.
opening
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Carlsbad Caverns, September 2011
By: Scott House
The objective
of this expedition
was to continue work on the new tour trail maps.
Specifically, we had set goals of: surveying
the entrance,
completing
ties and re-sketching
in the
Main Corridor,
fe-sketching
or resurveying
remaining
sections
of the Scenic Rooms, resketching
and/or resurveying
the Appetite
Hill
area, and perhaps extending
this to the area of
the Big Room junction.
Overall,
we wished to
improve the survey net quality as well.
Saturday,
September
24: The day was spent
getting situated,
meeting with Stan Allison
(NPS), checking
out survey gear, and seeing to
other details.
Sunday,
September
25: One crew re-sketched
the entire tour route around Iceberg Rock.
Another crew worked on a resurvey
of the Papoose
Room and Queens Chamber.
The third crew resurveyed
from the inside entrance
gate back toward the entrance.
Monday,
September
26: One crew finished
ties in the Main Corridor,
relocated
stations
at
the Devils Mound, and began a replacement
Appetite Hill survey while also tying in to old stations. A second crew continued
the replacement
survey in the Queen's
Chamber.
A third, afternoon crew, continued
work on the entrance
area.
Tuesday,
September
27: One crew finished
the Papoose
Room survey. Another
crew resurveyed the tour trail section that bypasses
most
of Appetite
Hill. The third crew worked much of
the day on the entrance
section,
both inside and
out of the cave. Late in the day, the Devils
Mound area was also re-sketched.
Wednesday,
September
28: The entrance
crew worked in the morning
and late at night
getting shots done around the entrance
sink. The
Appetite
Hill survey was continued,
mostly as
re-sketch
of existing
surveys.
One more crew

worked on the beginning
of the Big Room, starting at the Big Room junction
and merging the
sketch with the Appetite
Hill re-sketch.
Thursday,
September
29: The Appetite
Hill
replacement
survey was extended
a short distance into the Grape Arbor area by one group.
Another
crew continued
the Big Room junction
replacement
survey. The entrance
area crew put
in more survey in the early morning and
sketched
during the afternoon
hours.
Friday, September
30: Some of the crew
headed home while others continued
resurvey
in
the Big Room junction
area.
Saturday,
October
1: Most of the remaining
party members checked-in
gear and headed
home.
Virtually
all of our goals were accomplished,
including
a very good start to the Big
Room replacement
survey. During the expedition we also met with a representative
of Guadalupe Mountains
NP about continuing
CRF survey and inventory
work there.
We very much appreciated
the enthusiastic
help of Stan Allison and Dale Pate of the Cave
Resources
office.
All the NPS personnel
encountered
were
friendly
and helpful.
However,
a special note
of thanks goes to elevator
operator
Myra Ortega. Her constant
cheerfulness
and cooperation
added an unexpected
pleasure
to our work. We
know that support
personnel
like her add much
to the visitor experience
at Carlsbad
Caverns
National
Park.
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Expedition
participants:
Patti House, Scott
House, Ed Klausner,
Elizabeth
Miller, Tammy
Tucker,
William Tucker,
Ken Walsh, Dave
West, and Karen Willmes.

Ozark Trips, June-October 2011
By: Miek Sutton, with additions by Scott House
March trips were omitted
20 II CRF Newslelter.

from report

in August

March 5: Ben Miller, Mike Tennant,
Natalia
Kolk-Tennant,
and Josh Brewer mapped Bass
Cave in Crawford
County. At the time, it was
thought
that the cave was privately
owned, but
it has since been established
that the cave is
just within the Mark Twain National
Forest
(MTNF) Potosi District.
The cave features
a
small entrance
leading into a very large passage.

March 8: Ben and Josh mapped Fairy Cave
within the MTNF in Barry County. The cave is
200 ft. long and low, but well decorated.
March 9: Ben M iller and Chris Genson
located and mapped a Barry County cave which is
a borderline
case and mayor
may not be within
MTNF. The cave's name - Bellydipper
Cave gives an idea of its nature.
It is short and wet.
They went on to map another small new cave on
MTNF property,
Mossy Oak Cave.

r
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.June 8: Jim Cooley helped out with a video
bat survey at Oregon County Bat Cave (MTNF).
The cave houses a major gray bat colony,
and
plans are underway
to replace the counterproductive
cave gate with a better design.
Taking
part in the survey were Angie Trombley
(MTNF),
Shelley Colatskie
(Missouri
Department of Conservation),
Sarah Bradley (MTNF),
and others.

.June 12: Sue Hagan and Mick Sutton did a
biological
survey of Bass Cave (MTNF, Crawford County).
The cave, although
quite large,
was rather sterile,
with only low numbers
of
common
cave invertebrates
and only four bats,
all too distant to identify.
.June 20-22: Dan Lamping,
Bob Lerch, Tony
Schmitt,
and Mike Tennant
continued
the survey
of Alphen Spring Cave at Ozark National
Scenic
Riverways
(ONSR).
The next day, the same
crew plus Josh Haffner
monitored
Old Still
Cave. On June 22, with Scott House replacing
Bob Lerch,

the crew

continued

the survey

of

Bealer!
Blowing
Spring Cave. This wet cave is
proving to have plenty of large, previously
unentered passage.
.June 25: Mick Sutton,
Sue Hagan, Mike
Tennant,
and Natalia
Ko Ik- Tennent
continued
the upstream
survey of Chimney
Cave (MTNF,
Washington
County).
The survey extended
through
a tight fissure
into more large passage,
which seemed
to correspond
with the upstream
end of the cave as shown on the earlier rough
sketch map. We mapped 400 ft., leaving a low,
wet upstream
lead and a couple of fairly large
side passages
still to be done.
June 25-26:
Jim Cooley
and a large crew Mark & Jenny Bentz, Kayla New, Kathy Bovard,
Pic Walenta,
and Brad Davis, revisited
the
Piney Creek Wilderness
(MTNF, Barry County).
The following
report is from Mr. Cooley:
Jenny and Mark Bentz monitored
three small
caves on Friday, then Kayla New, Kathy Bovard, Jenny and Mark Bentz, Pic Walenta,
and
myself backpacked
2.2 miles into a base camp
on Piney Creek.
Saturday
we were jo ined by
Brad Davis, the lad who had reported
both Piney
Creek and Piney Creek Blowing
Ho Ie Caves
many years ago. Saturday
we located and photographed the entrance
of Piney Creek Cave,
failed to locate Piney Creek Blowing
Hole Cave,
and then visited
Jenny Bentz's
new cave (discovered
last March) to verify that it was NOT
Blowing
Hole Cave (the descriptions
were quite
similar).
We have now correctly
located all
three previously
reported
caves on the Piney
Creek Wilderness,
and found one new one and a
new shelter.
Also, [ suspect that Bretz's
Piney
Creek Cave, which he located two miles east of
the cave currently
bearing that name, remains to
be discovered.

.July 9: Berome Moore Cave. Following
ceremonies to acknowledge
the purchase
of Berome
Moore Cave in Perry County by the Missouri
Cave and Karst Conservancy,
Scott House,
Spike Crews, and others placed a ceremonial
first shot from a surface
benchmark
to the entrance to initiate
a new survey of this 20+ mile
cave .
.July 27-28: Scott House and Mick Sulton
were contacted
by Bass Pro Inc., a major sporting goods store which also operates
several
large Ozark resorts,
for consultation
on a show
cave development.
As part of a new resort area
adjacent
to Big Cedar Lodge, the erstwhile
Jones Cave No. I (Taney Co.) is being converted to the rather different
Echo Canyon
Cave. Amongst
the modifications
done so far
are the removal of at least 70 ft. depth of fill
from the entrance,
leaving
an entrance
80 f1. or
more high, the construction
of an 80 f1. artificial waterfall,
and the engineering
of many tons
of very convincing
artificial
bedrock
and large
speleothems.
On the second day, we were joined
by longtime CRF member LaJuana
Wilcher,
who had
also been retained
as a consultant
by Bass Pro .
While Scott did a solo survey and sketch of the
entrance
modifications,
M ick and LaJuana did a
biological
survey of the unmodified
inner cave,
accompanied
by Jim Evans of Big Cedar Lodge.
Access
beyond the big waterfall
was made possible by a truly enormous
piece of vertical
equipment
- a bucket lift with a >100 ft. reach.
We surveyed
the upper levels and found a route
down to a small room, but came with insufficient vertical
gear to access
most of the lower
levels, which will await a later trip. We found
only small numbers
of bats and no evidence
of
substantial
bat colonies.
We also assessed
another of the Jones Caves, a much smaller
cave
nearby.
As well as proposing
mitigation
measures
for the show cave - some of which were quickly
implemented
- we are developing
a proposal
for
managing
all of Bass Pro's several
dozen caves.
August 2-3: Jim Cooley and Ken Grush did
lock maintenance
and trash cleaning
at Lost
Man Cave, a permit sport-caving
cave at ONSR,
and measured
the entrance
for a replacement
gate. They also monitored
Cave Spring Cave and
did lock maintenance
at Big Spring Well.
August 4: Jim Cooley,
Ken Grush and Shawn
Williams
returned
to Canyon Cave (MTNF, Oregon County) to continue
the survey for an additional 420 ft.
August 5-7: Jim, Ken, and Shawn did more
ONSR lock repair and cave monitoring
at the
Granite Quarry Caves and Coalbank
Cave. On
August 7, Jim and Ken monitored
Medlock
and
Welch Spring Caves. There was evidence
in the
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way of trash that unauthorized
visitors
had
passed the Medlock gate.
August 8: Jim and Ken joined Klaus Liedenfrost (MTNF)
in examining
the latest breach of
the Onyx Cave (Pulaski
County) gate. They
came up with a design to fix the problem,
then
went

to McCormick

Cave

where

a new

gate

is

the

Branson

Cave

Lov ..'cr Landing

Cave,

Cave,

and

Round Spring Cave at ONSR.
September
2-5: Jim Cooley,
Ken Grush, and
Shawn Williams
monitored
Thanksgiving,
Black
Dagger, and Little Hurricane
Caves (MTNF,
Oregon County),
finding the previous
upstream
sump on Thanksgiving
Cave to be open and traversable
to wet-suited
cavers.
A wet-suit
crew Shawn
and Ken - returned
the next day and sur-

veyed
other

through
the previous
sump, find ing ansump after only 35 ft. On September
4, the

same

crew

by

supplemented

Chandra
Ruff,
Turner Spring,

and Andrew
McDowell,

Pic

Walenta,

Mason monitored
Sand, and Bliss Camp

Caves.
Next day, Jim, Pic, Shawn,
and Ken
monitored
River Level and Baze Mill Caves.
September
]--1: Mike Tennant
and Natalia
Kolk-Tennant
started
an X-ray
fluorescence
elemental
survey
in Decker
Cave,
a much abused
archeological
site on the MTNF in Pulaski
County.
The high-tech
equipment
provides
a lot
of data, giving
clues as to archeological
material distribution
and abundance.

September

10: Mike

and Natalia

returned

new

caves

in Martins

Bluff.

included
several
beavers.
On the same day three crews

surveyed

in

Cave. Scott House, George Bilbrey,
and
Lamping
surveyed
a dry canyon passage;
Lerch and Amber Spohn surveyed
a set of
leads; and Mike Tennant,
Natalia Kolk-

Tennant,
and Joe Sikorski
continued
the main
stream
passage,
which shows
no sign of ending.

I: Jim Cooley and
Merritt Rock Cave,

Bootleggers

two

September
17: The same crew was joined by
Ken Grush, Larry Shaffield,
and Max White to
monitor
Welch Spring Cave (ONSR).
Wildlife

BBS
Dan
Bob
side

survey.

August 31-September
Larry Shaffield
monitored

found

seen

planned.
August 27: Scott House, Jim Cooley,
Larry
Shaffield,
Mike Tennant,
and Natalia
KolkTennant
mapped the 400 ft. long wet, muddy
side passage
in Branson
Cave (ONSR) to complete

September
15: Jim Cooley,
Greg Hein, and
Shelly Field monitored
Bunker Hill, Meeting
House, and Williams
Ford Caves (ONSR) and

to

Decker
Cave with Susie
Jansen
and Craig Williams to finish
the X-ray
fluorescence
survey.

The day's effort nearly doubled the length of
the cave to about 3900 ft.
September
18: The archeology
crew - Susie,
Craig,
Mike, and Natalia
- went to McCormick
Cave to do some necessary
archeo logical
assessment for the gating
project,
and also surveyed
deeper
into the entrance
passage
with the X-ray
fluorescence
equipment.
October
14: In the Ozark Riverways,
Scott

House,

George

Bilbrey,

veyed

a new

cave

about

500 ft in length.

and Ed Klausner

on the

upper

Curent

In addition

surRiver

to

to very his-

toric signatures,
the cave exhibited
gypsum
encrustations,
a rare thing in the Ozarks.
That

night,

Ed and Scott

of Conservation
bat examinations

October

helped

Missouri

employees
at Powder

15: Scott

Department

set up equipment
Mill Creek Cave.

and Ed did some

for

surface

work on the upper Jacks Fork River,
mapping
Textbook
Shelter
and Horsetail
Spring
Cave as
well as monitoring
a couple
others.
They ended

the day by helping
ment

transport

MDC bat equip-

to Bat

Cave on the Current
River.
October
16: The same duo monitored
a number of caves
on Ozark Riverways
land and surveyed
one small new cave as well.

Berome Moore Cave Survey Project
By: Scott House
Berome

Moore

Cave

is a large

(15-20

miles)

system
in Perry County,
Missouri.
One portion
of the cave (Tom Moore
Cave)
was known
for
many years before
surveys
were begun
in it,

drew

up a very

of I :2400.

nice

While

many of the older
last a comprehensive

Recently,
support

servancy

(MCKC),

Berome

acquired

the

section

was

discovered

Grotto

initiated
Portions
of the

thereafter.

by an MMV member
comprehensive

original

map

by MMV

(SEMO)

and

members

almost
immediately
cave were drawn up

but by the mid-1970's
still

MMV surveys,

did

in

not

exist.

Paul Hauck

a

Utilizing

of SEMO

of the

the Lloyd
Preserve.
manages

a desirable

Missouri

cave

of the

were

cave

at a scale

problems

surveys
to work,
map.

members

circa 1960 by members of Mid-Mississippi
Valley Grotto (MMV) and other cooperators
of the
Missouri
Speleological
Survey (MSS).
The
Southeast
Missouri
1961.
Survey
was

map

there

of MMV along
Caves

the NSS,

getting

there

cave.

A new

Con-

and the landowners,

and created

objective.

at

with the

and Karst
a karst

preserve,

and Ethel Hoff Underground
MCKC holds the title while
the

was

survey

A better

Nature
MMV

of the

map will

cave

help

with management
of the cave,
as well as forming a base for geologic
and biologic
studies.

is
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The Moore Cave System consists
of miles of
active stream passage, along with relatively
dry
upper levels that represent abandoned stream
routes.
Many of the passages are well decorated
with speleothems.
The cave is an important
habitat for the rare grotto sculpin and numerous
aquatic invertebrates,
including
a rare planar~
ian. One passage in the cave features prints of
an extinct
cat, probably
a jaguar.
A Base Camp
was established
in the cave during the 1960's
and it remains, not used very often, but a relic
of the times.
CRF is facilitating
the resurvey
of the cave
by providing
overall direction of the survey ef~
fort itself.
Paul Hauck will be the cartographer
and I will manage the survey and reduce data.
Jim Sherrell
of MMV is the preserve
manager
and schedules
trips with the help of MMV member Don Dunham.
Standard
CRF techniques
will
be used for both in-cave survey and data management.
Regularly
scheduled
trips will take
place over the next several years.
A memo of
understanding
guides the process.
Several trips have already taken place.
During the preserve
dedication
in July 2011, Jeff
Crews, Jim Sherrell,
Jon Beard, and I took a few
shots from the Berome benchmark outside the
cave down to the dripline, representing

(respectively)
MSS, MMV, MCKC, and CRF.
Other trips were as follows:
OClober 30: A crew of Jim Sherrell,
Don
Dunham,
Bob Osburn,
Bob Criss, Paul Hauck,
and I installed a compass test course outside of
the entrance.
Bob and Bob then did a sun sight
with theodolite
to establish
the true bearing of
the course.
The rest of us surveyed a few stations from the entrance into the cave.
November
5: A large crew of Don, Laura
Belarbi,
Dane Driskill,
Joe and Lois Walsh,
Paul Hauck, and I surveyed
several
hundred
feet
down the entrance passage.
November
6: The entrance passage surveyed
was continued
all the way to Base Camp by
Don, Laura, Dane, Patti House, Bryan
McAllister,
and me.
November
27: Surveys were branched out
from Base Camp to several strategic
points with
permanent stations left at important junctions.
Surveyors
were Don, Richard Young, Chuck and
Mary Schubert,
and me.
So far approximately
2,000 feet have been
surveyed.
Protocols
for survey have all been
worked out. Now we are ready to send multiple
teams in on scheduled
trips.
Interested
in helping?
Check the CRF website for details
...

Mammoth Cave: Fourth of July Expedition, July 1-10, 2011
Expedition Leaders: Dave West and John DeLong
By: Dave West

I1
I

During the July 20 I I week-long
celebration
of Independence
Day, 40 people supported
23
parties, contributing
1,529.54
hours in cave
time. The crews contributed
1,264.15
feet of
new survey and 5,714.95
feet of resurvey
for a
total of 6,979. I. The DeLongs,
Winklers,
Koerschners, and Bruckers all made it a family affair.
One of these parties (Spike Crews, Emily
Davis, Mike Freeman,
Josh Hafner, Paul
McMullen,
and Kayla New) camped in Unknown
Cave.
They entered on July 2 and returned
on
July 6. They brought
back 1,216 feet of resurvey (FSBs 4563-4568),
John DeLong,
Dick Market, Brandi Zinn, and Derek Bristol met the
campers on their way out, got an objective
in
the Ropes and Pits area, and brought
back 555,1
feet of additional
resurvey
(FSB 4569). With
diminishing
returns on invested time, this will
probably
be the last of the camp trips to this
area. Well done, campers!
Eight parties entered
Mammoth
Cave. Ed
Klausner,
Elizabeth
Miller, and Elizabeth
Winkler
finished
up some lower leads in the
Labyrinth,
netting
108.6 feet of new survey

(FSB 4550). Ed Klausner,
Elizabeth
Miller, and
Sue Hagan introduced
Leigh Ann Henion-an
author attending
the expedition
at the park's
request-to
surveying
in a side lead off Cleaveland Avenue. They also investigated
conditions
in Stevenson
Avenue for planning a longer trip
later in the week, The lead provided
50.1 feet of
new survey, but required 429.8 feet of resurvey
to tie it in (FSB 4553). Derek Bristol,
Karen
Wi limes, and John DeLong went to Carlos Way
and brought
in 49.7 feet of new survey and
844.3 feet of resurvey
(FSB 4556). Derek returned to Carlos Way with Matt Goska, Tim
Green, and Ian Altendorfer,
this time bringing
in 222.7 feet of new survey and 277.3 feet of
resurvey
(FSB 4561). Ed Klausner,
Elizabeth
Miller, Karen Willmes,
and Rick Olson went to
Ranshaw
Avenue to finish up some small leads
reported
in FSB 3110. All were found to have
already been surveyed,
and Ed was now able to
match the surveys to the leads. Derek returned
to Carlos Way yet again, this time with John
DeLong and Matt Goska, for another
392.9 feet
of resurvey
(FSB 4571). Ed Klausner,
Jeremiah
Malin, Catie Philabaum,
and Karen Wi limes
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went first to Cleaveland
Avenue
to find a lead
Karen had noticed
ncar the Rocky
Mountains,
but when located
it was determined
to be simply
a space between
breakdown.
The group drove
over to Historic
and tied in a hanging
survey

(Roger,

near Cyclops.

the area. Mick Sutton
returned
to Indian Avenue
with Brandi Zinn and David
Kime to continue

lypso,
found

They

a lead

in Ca-

after which
a couple
more leads were
to either
not exist or to be too tight for

any of the group
of new

then surveyed

survey

to follow.

for the

fewer leads (FSB
daughter,
Helena,

day

A total
\vas

of 80.2

had,

lucy's

Dome

near

there,

but found

the

Snowball

they

but six

Dining

and frustrated.

Six
Colossal

parties
Cave.

used
The

Salts

gate,

recent

Tom and Nathan)
to clean

which

flood

were joined

up the

area

has been heavily

events.

to the originally

once

more,

Helena
to

did not have ade-

quate information
to determine
just
that needed
resurvey.
They returned

handed

Room

Lynn,

Koerschner

They

restored

intended

sites

by

around

the

impacted

by

the

drainage

and stabilized

his re-sketch,
reaching
X40, and picking up another side lead for an additional
78 feet of survey. (FSB 4554) Lastly, Mick Sutton returned

feet

4570). John DeLong took his
and Elizabeth
Winkler to

survey

Bill

what it was
empty-

the Bedquilt
entrance
of
first,
Dave West,
Karen

this

cross sections
room/Mummy
were obtained,

over

time

DeLong,

with

and Leigh

Sue

Hagan,

John

Ann Henion

and

to get

in the Kite String/Neville's
BedValley
area. Nine cross sections
ranging
in width from 44 feet to

130 feet. (FSB 4557)
Rick Toomey
led Elizabeth

Winkler

Rick Olson
to the Hawkins
River
tor Cave to complete
replacement

and

Well in Procof the pump,

Willmes,
and Roger Brucker,
found that the entrance crawl had again silted up badly. Enough,
in fact, that Roger did not fit. Efforts to im-

an effort that was delayed at Memorial
Day due
to high water. Dick Market led Derek Bristol,
Rick Olson, and Ian Altendorfer
to Dick's Lost

prove
it enough
for Roger to get in took so
much time the group found they could
not reach
their original
objective
near Jones Shaft,
and so
they tied in a survey
connecting
the Gypsum
Snow passage
with the old P survey
in Davidson
Trail. This significantly
improved
the overall
closure
created
by that rather large loop. They
logged
25 feet of new survey
and 7.7 feet ofre-

Passage
near Black
River in Rappel
Cave netting 199.05
feet of new survey.
Roger Brucker
and Helena
Delong
went to the sinkhole
sur-

survey

our now traditional
tending
our annual

for the tie-in

(FSB

4551).

The following

day Roger and Dave returned
with Tim Green to
make a serious
trail recovery
effort
that is
hoped to survive
future
flood events
and provide better drainage
of the cra\vl.
Tom Brucker,
Nathan
Brucker,
Brandi Zinn, and Derek
Bristol
went to Wretched
River getting
36.4 feet of new
survey
and 1,069.1
feet of resurvey,
about a

rounding

Adwell

Cave

and returned
after about four hours.
We had a wonderful
expedition,

LOTS

of caving!.

Although

Jessica
finish
vcycd

West, and Pat Kambesis.
made it to the expedition.

dian Avenue
to continue
mapping
leads and resketching
from X20. Two crawls
were surveyed
for 273 feet and the new sketch
continued
to

X28. (FSB 4552) Bill Koerschner
led Brandi
Zinn and his daughter
Kathryn to East Salts to
tie

up loose

ends

in the

vicinity

of EI9-A70.

They brought
in 145.45 feet of survey,
22.3 was new. (FSB 4555) The Brucker

of which
clan

(FSB 4562)
enjoying

we had no desig-

nated camp manager,
volunteers
showed
up on a
regular
enough
basis to provide
the necessary
meals
for everyone.
This included
Karen Willmes, Elizabeth
Miller,
Bonnie
Delong,
Matt
Gaska,
Scott House,
Pat Kambesis,
and Lynn

Brucker.

party got 184.7 feet of resurvey
for the day
(FSBs 4559 and 4560). Derek Bristol took Bill
Koerschner
and his daughter
Kathryn to the far
reaches of Deike Trail for 614.9 feet of resurvey
(FSB 4572).
Salts Cave was visited by five parties.
Mick
Sutton led Sue Hagan and Roger McClure
to In-

it in hopes

fireworks
on the Fourth,
atmeeting
with the park, and

third of what is required
there (FSB4558).
Dave
West led Chris and Alex Winkler to one part of
the C Loop area while Elizabeth
Winkler
led
and Rick Winkler
to another
portion
to
up leads in the area. Dave's
party sur~
119.1
feet of new survey
and Elizabeth's

and mapped

of determining
where
a theorized
continuation
might
be. Having
done so, they dug for a while

Others

helped

out in the kitchen

well.
Our Expedition
Leaders
included,
ous times,
John DeLong,
Ed Klausner,

short

as

at variDave

Many thanks to all who
We got a lot done in a

time.

Unknown
C3\-'e Camp:
Spike Crews,
Emily
Davis,
Mike
Frecman,
Josh Hafncr,
Paul McMullcn,
Kayla New;
Labyrinth:
Ed Klausner,
Elizabeth
Miller,
Elizabeth
\\Tinkler;
East Salts:
Bill Koerschner,
Kathryn
Koerschner,
Brandi
Zinn;
Indian
Annur:
1) Mick Sutton,
Sue Hagan,
Roger
McClure;
2) Mick Sulton,
David
Kime,
Brandi
Zinn;
nedquilt:
I) Dave West,
Karen Wi limes,
Roger
Brucker;
2)
Dave West,
Roger
Brucker,
Tim Green;
3) Dave West,
Chris Winkler,
Alex Winkler;
4) Elizabeth
Winkler,
Jessica Winkler,
Rick Winkler;
5) Dcrek
Bristol,
Bill Koersehner,
Kathryn
Koerschner;
~tammoth
Cave:
Ed Klausner, Elizabeth
Miller,
Leigh Ann Henion,
Sue !lagan;
Carlos
Wa:y: I) Dcrek
Bristol,
Karen Willmes,
John
DeLong;
2) Derek
Bristol,
Matt Goska,
Tim Green,
Ian
Altendorfer;
3) Derek
Bristol,
John DeLong.
Matt Goska;
Salts
Cave
Entrance:
Tom Brucker,
Lynn Brucker,
Nathan Brucker,
Roger
Brucker,
Bill Koerschner;
Salts
Cave:
Mick Sutton,
Sue Hagan,
John DeLong,
Helena
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DeLong,
Brucker,
Ihnshaw
Willmes,
Markel,
Brucker,

Leigh
Ann Henion;
Wretched
River:
Torn
Nathan
Brucker,
Brandi
Zinn,
Derek
Bristol;
An'nue:
Ed Klausner,
Elizabeth
Miller,
Karen
Rick Olson;
I~ope & Pits: John DeLong,
Dick
Brandi
Zinn,
Derek
Bristol;
Adwell
Cave:
Roger
Helena
DeLong;
Cyclops
lind Calypso:
Ed

Klausner,
Jeremiah
Mallin,
Catie
Phillahaum,
Karen
Willmes;
Lucy's
Dome:
John DeLong,
Helena
DeLong,
Elizaheth
Winkler;
Roppel
Ca\'C: Dick Market,
Rick 01.
son, Derek
Bristol,
Ian Altendorfer;
lIawliins
River
Well:
Rick Toomey,
Elizabeth
\Vinkler,
Rick Olson.

Mammoth Cave: Labor Day Expedition, September 2-5,2011
Expedition Leaders: Bob and JoAnne Osburn
Camp Managers: Larry and Jennifer Purcell
By: Bob Osburn
The 2011 Labor Day Expedition
followed
last year's
trend of being small, but reasonably

of the cave.

well

Twenty-nine

survey.

although

Zabrok,

supplied

people

with

signed

good

cavers.

into the expedition

seven
were not caving.
Larry and Jennifer
Pursell
took over all cooking
duties
and JoAnne
came to keep me in line and help out. The three

of them

made

my life simple

in that

I only

to deal with the caving
trips.
Work was concentrated
in Rappel

t

Mammoth
Ridge,
cifically
Donkey
Crystal.

~
-,

I

>

Eleven

Saturday

had

Cave,

and parts of Flint Ridge, speCave, Bedquilt,
and a bit in
trips

went

into

and five on Sunday

caves,

six

for a total

on

of 460

volunteer
hours.
About
2,800
feet of cave were
surveyed,
2,186
new and 613 resurvey.
Trips to
Rappel
are again allowed
and two trips were
fielded
there during
the expedition
and a party

stayed

behind

after

the expedition

and went

I

back
trips

On Saturday,
Karen Willmes,

Dave West took
and Tom Brucker

,

continue

and

I

260 feet of new and 80 feet of resurvey.
Charles
Fox and Roger Brucker went back to Donkey

.~
~

.

once more post expedition.
These
yielded
most of the new survey.

survey

resurvey.

Rappel

Tama Cassidy,
to Bedquilt
to

They

completed

Cave to check
the map against
the cave since
it
had been criticized
as not being quite right.
Cave was found to match map to the extent
it
could be drawn and no surveyor
sketching
were

..

,

;

done.

They

minus
found

in the direction
of Floyd's
cabin
it to be sed iment rather than the

also

checked

the drawing

shown

on the sketch.

Sketchers

of the ter-

take

and
bedrock

note:

You

should
put the actual
material
present
on your
cross
sections
and sketches
rather than complet-

ing a pattern.
nue

to draw

The party
a profile

on the previous
trip.
Miller, Rick Toomey,

then

which

went

to Pohl Ave-

had been

neglected

Ed Klausner,
Elizabeth
and Rick Olson went

in Roppel

the Labyrinth
to continue
surveying
a new passage found earlier
this year and returned
with

270 feet of new survey.
Lynn Brucker
lead Tim
Green and Elizabeth
Winkler to Grunge Trail L
survey returning
with 530 feet of resurvey.
Bill Koeschner
led John Delong,
Matt Mezydlo, and Tammy Otten to Lower Eylesian
Way

is the

They

Also

farthest

returned

on Saturday

and Paul

northwest

with
James

McMullen

extent

9 I 0 feet of new
Wells,

entered

Peter

Doyle

Val-

ley entrance
and went to the Roppel
connection
upstream
where
they surveyed
435 feet of new
survey
in the upper levels
of the dome complex
near there.
They left several
promising
leads
and returned
on Sunday
morning.

On Sunday,
Ed Klausner,
Elizabeth
Miller,
and Karen Willmes went to Boiled Egg passage
off

Ranshaw

Avenue.

There

they

tied

two

sur-

veys together
and accomplished
70 feet of new
survey.
Rick Olson led Tama Casssidy
and Tim
Green

to Sylvan

Avenue

a pit and completed

where

they

went

down

120 feet of new survey.

They also removed
several
leads
from the list
and left one reasonably
good one for later.
Roger and Tom Brucker
returned
to Donkey
Cave to survey
from the brass cap down the hill
to above
the sed iment choke
near Floyd's
cabin

site. They found that the trench is almost exactly over the end of the cave and about 9 feet
higher. Clearly
it is possible
that Floyd had an
entrance
here although
just
have permission
to replicate

Elizabeth

Winkler

as clearly
it. Dave

and Louis

Infante

we do not
West lead

to Ken-

tucky Avenue
at Mt. McKinley
to evaluate
the
route up to Denali
Trail and thus over to Cathedral Domes.
A secondary
objective
was to find out what
was wrong
with the survey
data. They found

that the route was substantially
too tight for the
least of them and that eight stations
of survey
were
three

not present
in the data set.
surveys
in the survey
book

first

had been

Tom

Brucker

camp
to

which

entered.
led

to Crystal

was wrong
Art's map

Cave

to prove

remained

in

Art Palmer's

map

of John and Helena Delong,
and Charles
Fox. There was not

undercut

with potentially
compared
Cross
Cave

did not survey.

all who

and correct
it. He however
proved
right and his memory
wrong.
The

party consisted
Joanne Osburn,
a large

They

almost

There were
and on ly the

as a potential

at the junction

in Dyer

Avenue

a passage at the back. They also
Cave (in Crystal)
to Donkey
match.

They

at least

both
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show the same paleo flow although
they
somewhat
different
in size and shape.

are

I~OPPfl Cave:
I) James
Wells,
Peler Zabrok,
Paul
McMullen:
2) Bill Kocrschner,
John DeLong,
Matt
Mezydlo,
Tammy
Otten;
Ucdquilt:
Dave West, Tama
Cassidy,
Karen Willmes,
Tom Brucker;
UOllke)'
Cave:
Charles
Fox, Roger
Brucker;
2) Tom Brucker,
Roger

1)

Brucker;
Labyrinth:
Ed Klausner,
Elizabeth
Miller,
Rick
Olson,
Rick Toomey;
Grunge
Trail:
Lynn Brucker,
Tim
Green,
Elizabeth
Winkler;
Roiled
Egg Passage:
Ed
Klausner,
Elizabeth
Miller,
Karen Willmes;
5)'1\'311 Avenue: Rick Olson,
Tama Cassidy,
Tim Green;
Denali
Trail:
Dave West, Elizabeth
Winkler,
Louis Infante;
Crystal
Cave;
Tom Brucker,
Helena
DeLong,
John
DeLong,
Joanne
Osburn,
Charles
Fox.

2012 EXPEDITION
Before attending

any expedition,

you must contact the expedition

CALENDAR
leader as trip sizes may be limited.

Failure to contact the

leader may prevent you from attending the expedition as the trip may be full.
Eastern Ouerations - Mammoth Cave Schedule
Presidents Day, February 17-20. Tom Brucker, hitech@birch.net.
St. P:ltrick's Day. March 16-18. Dawn Ryan and John Lovaas,
d\',:n_ryan41@yahoo.com or jlovaas@mc.net.
April, April 20-22. Bob Lodge, lodge54@gmail.com.
Memorial Day, May 25-28. John DeLong,
johnrdelong@yahoo.com.
Independence Da}' Week-Long, June 28-July 8. Dave West and
John DeLong, d270@bellatlantic.net or johnrdelong@yahoo.com.
August. August 3-5. Roger and Lynn Brucker,
roger. brucker@sbcglogal.net.
Labor Day, August 3 I-September 3. Bob Osburn,
osbum@levee.wustl.edu.
Columbus Day. October 5-8. IBD.
Thanksgiving, November 21-25. TBD.
New Yenr's, December 28, 2012 - January I. 2013. Charles Fox,
charles.d. fox@sbcglobal.net.
All Eastern Operations CRF membt:rs who have not attended an
expedition safety orientation must do so before participating in
expedition activities. The safety orientation is scheduled at the
beginning of each expedition after the morning meeting. Those
\\'ho have attended a safety orientation are not required to participate in another. Nev•.' members should arrange to be at the expedition early enough to attend the orientation. Those who do not
attcnd will not be allowed to participate in expedition activities.
Contact expedition leader for more details on the orientation.
Cumberland Cal} National Historical Park
Expeditions for Cumberland Gap Nationall-listorical

last full weekend of each month except December. Contact: Mike
Crockett, mikecrockctt@hotmail.com.
Ozarks
Contacts: Scott Ilou5e, 5C011_ house@semo.net.
Mick Sutton and Sut: I lagan, suc&mick@mail.tigernct.gen.mo.us.
California - Lava Beds
Before participating on any of these expeditions, we would prefer
you contact the Operations Area Manager, John Tinsley, at least
two weeks before the expedition:

jtinsley@usgs.gov; 650-799-5156 or 550-243-0732.
Please do not just shO\v up as there may be limits on the number of
participants we can accommodate.
California - Lilburn
Some basic rules of engagement for California expeditions: Contact the expedition preferably 1\\10 weeks ahead of time; please
don't spontaneously show up. We have to deal with head count
limits, particularly on our Lilburn trips, so we need to know \vho is
planning to attend. Contact John Tinsley, jtinsley@usgs.gov; 650-

799-5156 or 550-243-0732.
)lSS/CRr Hawai'i Caving - Big Island
Contact Pat Kambesis, 309-762-3860, pnkambesis@juno.com.
Carlsbad Caverns
Contact for all expeditions:
Barbe Barker, barbebarker@gmail.com.

William and Tammy Tucker, william.tucker@att.net.
Park are the

ADDRESS CORRECTIONS

THE CRF WEBSITE

If you havc changed phonc number (i.e., arca
code split), e-mail addrcss, or havc moved, please
send your information
to:
Phil DiBlasi

www.eavc-research.
0 rg
Contact your operations
manager
for the user
id and password
for the members-only
section

PO Box 126
Louisville, KY 40201-0126
Pj di blasi@gmail.com

of the site.
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